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Abstract
This paper is a chapter of a forthcoming monograph, Regulating the Cryptoeconomy, to be published by Hart Publishing in the latter half of 2021. The book looks
at novel economic activity on permissionless blockchains, many of which taking
place on the Ethereum blockchain, as having potential for economic mobilisation
and development. The book argues that a holistic enterprise-based agenda is
needed so that regulatory capitalism can provide appropriate institutional support
for the productive crypto-economy. However, in its self-governing state, much of
crypto-economy activity has become heavily financialised. Such financialisation
to an extent supports the self-governing nature of the crypto-economy but also
brings about certain hazards. This chapter provides discussion on the policy issues
that should be considered in relation to novel developments in crypto-finance
and decentralised finance, and provides a blueprint for financial regulators. It is
however nested within a broader framework advocating enterprise regulation to
take the lead, so that siloed emphases on financial regulation would not crowd out
the policy agenda and development in the crypto-economy. The chapter does not
deal with initial coin offerings, which are explored in other chapters of the book. In
this manner this is a sneak preview of working material primarily focused on the
development of stablecoins and decentralised finance.
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A. Productive and Hyper Forms of Financialisation
Finance is a term that carries with it many established notions in terms of its regulatory
ontologies, designs and standards. It is too easy for to latch onto existing paradigms1 in
discussing crypto-finance without considering how the technological disruptions underlying
crypto-finance has changed financial business models, relations and risk. In this final chapter
of the book, we argue that law and policy for crypto-finance should be based on answering
two questions in the order of (a) why regulate crypto-finance and then (b) how cryptofinance should be regulated. Unpacking why crypto-finance should be regulated provides us
with the preface to distilling how this should be approached. In this way, we would not
merely be seeking to fit the how of financial regulation to crypto-finance phenomena in a
coherentist manner.
First, in answering the why question, this chapter suggests that there should be a distinction
made between the ‘productive’ financialisation of a capitalist economic system and its
‘hyper’ financialisation. This difference underpins an essential policy choice for regulating
crypto-finance and the extent of regulatory scope.
Financialisation is often defined as ‘the increasing role of financial motives, financial
markets, financial actors and financial institutions in the operation of the domestic and
international economies’.2 This definition does not encapsulate why private financial actors
and services have become so important- which is to mobilise the economic activities of
capitalist orders. Financial investment is needed for productive investment in order to
generate productivity and wealth creation for economic actors.3 According to the legal
theory of finance,4 it is the creation of legally recognised and enforceable financial claims
that makes finance possible for allocation to the productive economy. For example,
corporations, the economic engines for productivity, rely on debt, which creates financial
claims in terms of recurring repayments and interest, and rights to collateral; as well as
equity, which creates financial claims in terms of rights of distribution and governance in
corporations.5
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K Pistor, ‘A Legal Theory of Finance’ (2013) 41 Journal of Comparative Economics 315.
5
E Ferran and LC Ho, Principles of Corporate Finance Law (Oxford, OUP 2014), Part III, and ch15 on debt, and
Parts II and IV generally on equity finance.

In the crypto-economy, ICOs can be regarded as a financialised phenomenon as claims to
future tokens that would embed certain protocols and rights are created in return for funds
sent to developers of dApps or blockchain infrastructure.6 These claims do not provide for
similar entitlements or rights as under conventional corporate finance claims in debt or
equity. Functionally, the nature of creating claims in return for funds is the same as in
conventional corporate finance,7 except that the content of such claims is novel, and the
enforcement mechanism for such claims is technologically-reliant. ICOs are thus a form of
productive financialisation as claims are created in order for enterprise development to take
place, in the hope of creating network effects and peer-to-peer economic mobilisation in
the crypto-economy.8
The creation of financial claims in order to mobilise the productive economy however
cannot be decoupled from the other side of financialisation, which is the creation of
fungibility and tradeability of these financial claims as financial assets.9 This development is
arguably necessary as the rise of secondary markets and liquidity underpin investor
confidence in participating in the creation of financial claims, allowing exit for investors.
Productive financialisation essentially supports the creation of financial assets, but this then
opens up the opportunity for financial assets to be arbitraged and speculated upon by those
seeking purely financial yield that is unconnected to productivity generation.10 This chapter
calls such financialisation ‘hyper’ financialisation as based on speculative or short-termist
profit-seeking behaviour. Critical literature on financialisation has often focused on the
negative effects of hyper financialisation, such as: the fuelling of asset price bubbles and
crashes that ultimately result in social cost,11 the widening of the wealth gap between those
whose returns are from financial assets and those relying on productive wealth
generation,12 and the adverse impact on the corporate economy whose productivity may be
hollowed out in order to generate financial yield, through financial engineering.13
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It may however be argued that the development of speculative financial assets like
derivatives is the necessary flip side of financial assetisation that supports productive
economic activity. The two developments cannot be clearly decoupled.14 Speculative
behaviour is pursuant to selfish needs, but is part of the process for discovering price in
financial markets.15 Nevertheless, speculative opportunities can create opportunities for
misallocation away from productive economic activities, and are typically not of a character
consistent with patient finance.16 Policy-makers have generally not taken steps to
disincentivise speculative aspects of financial activity. However, we observe that although
productive and hyper forms of financialisation both arise in the crypto-economy, the
slowness on the part of policy-makers in developing an appropriate regulatory agenda has
brought about accelerated growth in hyper forms of financialisation.
The productive financialisation in the crypto-economy, led by the ICO boom from 2017,17
has created a range of tradeable financial assets, especially in terms of ERC tokens issued by
dApp developers. Besides secondary trading in these tokens, innovative financial
engineering involving these tokens are being developed to generate yield for holders.
Indeed it is queried whether the secondary market devaluation of many token prices18 has
led to development of financial engineering in order to support yield-seeking needs. In the
‘Decentralised Finance’ or ‘DeFi’ universe, which refers primarily to the provision of financial
products or services in a peer-to-peer manner that does not involve conventional financial
intermediaries,19 financial claims such as loans similar to that in the conventional economy
are being generated. These DeFi loans crucially mobilise tokens as financial assets in new
ways. DeFi peer-to-peer loans are organised by platform operators which construct liquidity
pools. As there is no centralised underwriting loan writing authority, platform operators
pool together myriad users’ cryptoassets in liquidity pools so that other users can borrow
these by providing their own cryptoasset collateral. Users on the supply side of the market
may for example deposit ether tokens in Compound,20 and earn interest whenever
transactions occur within the pool which generate pool fees. Users can also be on the
demand side of the market and borrow from the pool as long as adequate collateral (in
another cryptoasset) is provided by depositing into the pool. Over-collateralisation such as
at 150% or more of the value of borrowing is generally required to compensate for market
volatility of cryptoasset prices. The rise of platform pools deploying decentralised
automated protocols for pool deposit, collateralisation, exchange and borrowing is a
spectacular phenomenon. Different platforms cater for different users holding different
14
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20
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types of tokens with the intention of generating yield. Sushiswap for example accepts any
ERC token as collateral to participate in its pools.21 Applications such as Idle22 even provide a
meta-search service for users in order to compare yield performance across different pool
providers and their pools.
It is queried whether the manner of DeFi loans made in the collateralised loan model
described above is similar to the productive financialisation of real economy lending where
a bank lends to small or large enterprises in order to carry out productive activities, such as
purchasing inventory23 or carrying out a project.24 Collateralised DeFi loans described above
seem more catered towards the exchange of tokens amongst users in order to arbitrage
between tokens to generate purely financial yield.25 Although structured as debt claims,
DeFi collateralised loans seem to cater only for those who already possess crypto-capital
and do not seem to be related to enterprise development.
The case of flash loans i.e. uncollateralised DeFi loans is even more clearly removed from
productive financialisation. Flash loans are provided by lending pools to users who need to
be able to return liquidity to the pool within one transaction block.26 In other words,
borrowers of such flash loans are generally withdrawing tokens from the pool for very quick
arbitraging purposes, such as swapping collateral in another pool, in order to make a quick
financial yield. If the liquidity is not returned to the pool, the lending protocol reverses the
transaction to return the pool’s status to the liquidity level before the flash loan so that the
pool’s liquidity is unaffected and the pool therefore does not suffer a ‘default’. The flash
loan protocol has however been exploited by a flash borrower who took two flash loans,
one from Uniswap and one from Aave, in order to deposit on ValueDeFi and conduct
exchange between cryptocurrencies in rapid succession to exploit the exchange protocols
on Value DeFi. Value DeFi suffered a USD$6 million loss.27
The hyper forms of financialisation developing in the DeFi universe raise concerns. One area
of concern lies in user protection in terms of whether users are adequately informed and
protected in relation to the transactions they are engaged with.28 In particular, many have
commented on the complexity of financial transaction chains in DeFi designed for arbitrage
and that users may be adversely affected if there are software bugs.29 DeFi flash loans are
21
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Misregulation of Person-to-Person Lending' (2011) 45 UC Davis Law Review 445.
29
F Schär, ‘Decentralized Finance: On Blockchain- and Smart Contract-based Financial Markets’ (2020),
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3571335; ‘The DeFi 'Flash Loan' Attack That Changed Everything’ (27 Feb 2020),
https://www.coindesk.com/the-defi-flash-loan-attack-that-changed-everything.
22

also regarded unsuitable for those unfamiliar with Ethereum programming.30 Another area
of concern lies in the systemic effects and financial risk for many users, as DeFi systems of
automated protocols can be used to create significant but inflexible and irreversible
effects.31 In other words, the policy objectives of user protection and financial stability are
relevant to DeFi systems.
Another key concern of hyper financialisation in the crypto-economy is the extent to which
hyper financialisation may be damaging to the productive aspects of the crypto-economy. In
the conventional financial economy, hyper financialisation has been criticised to be
damaging, in relation to corporate and investor short-termism as mentioned above.32 Such
hyper financialisation generally occurs over a cycle of instability, following a Minskian
trajectory,33 and may be observed in time. In this manner, ex ante macroprudential financial
supervision, as has been implemented in the UK and many other jurisdictions,34 could
mitigate its adverse effects. In the crypto-economy, hyper financialisation may occur in a
much more compressed timeframe due to the automation of protocols. It is queried how
systemically damaging automation, rigidity and irreversibility of bad consequences may
be.35 Further, if crypto-economy participants are drawn to hyper financialisation for quick
profit-making, would the crypto-economy be dominated by such financial development,
crowding out other forms of enterprise and innovation?
Hyper forms of financialisation raise issues of a different nature from productive
financialisation, although the two phenomena are tightly coupled. In this light, this Chapter
argues that the regulatory policy for productive forms of financialisation should be
fashioned differently from that for hyper forms of financialisation. These choices in
regulatory policy, which answer the why question to regulating crypto-finance, can then
provide the basis for regulatory ontologies, design, content, standards and regulators’
supervisory architecture.
Policy Choice for Productive Financialisation
This book supports an enabling regulatory regime for supporting the productive forms of
financialisation in the crypto-economy, as has been extensively set out in the preceding
Chapters. This paradigm is not dissimilar from the enabling and regulative orders for
banking, securities and investment regulation in the conventional economy.36 However,
speculative financial activity co-exists alongside productive financial activity in the
conventional financial economy,37 and the volumes of the former have raised concerns. For
30

‘Performing a Flash Loan’, https://docs.aave.com/developers/tutorials/performing-a-flash-loan.
P Paech, ‘The Governance of Blockchain Financial Networks’ (2017) 80 Modern Law Review 1073; Hilary J
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HP Minsky, The Financial Instability Hypothesis (Levy Economics Institute Working Paper, No. 74. 1992),
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Research established in the Dodd-Frank Act 2010.
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Routledge 2014).
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Foster (2007).
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example, investment funds and their managers have been criticised to be short-termist,
making returns out of short-term price arbitrage of securities as financial assets instead of
perceiving their roles as patient capitalists investing in real productive growth over the longterm.38 Further, financial derivative contracts have been used for hedging and risk
management purposes but also blatantly for speculative purposes.39 Financial innovation
has often appealed to short-term competitive and profit-seeking needs by financiers40 and
decoupled from social utility.41 The double-edged nature of financial products seems to be a
necessary phenomenon in finance as the weeds and wheat grow together.42
It may be argued that it is impossible to regulate ‘out’ financial activity that are more
speculative than supportive of productive uses as the utility of financial transactions can be
multi-faceted.43 However, it may also be argued that regulators do not engage in controlling
speculation because such activities are usually undertaken amongst sophisticated and
wholesale sector financial participants, excluding retail participants.
Many developed financial jurisdictions have adopted regulatory policies that leave
wholesale markets largely untouched based on two assumptions. The first is that
sophisticated participants dealing with each other at arms length in the financial markets
would be able to negotiate contractual governance between themselves. Over time,
privately fostered market-based governance should be sufficient. This assumption
underpinned the lack of regulatory governance in the markets for short-term lending
between financial institutions based on collateralised instruments (which can be
rehypothecated many times over) prior to the global financial crisis 2007-9,44 and also
derivatives markets45 and investment funds such as hedge funds catering only to
38

Corporate Values Strategy Group, Overcoming Short-termism: A Call for a More Responsible Approach to
Investment and Business Management (New York: Aspen Institute Business and Society Programs, 2009),
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Equity Markets and Long-Term Decision Making (Final Report, 23 July 2012); E Duruigbo, ‘Tackling Shareholder
Short-Termism and Managerial Myopia’ (2011-12) 100 Kentucky Law Journal 531.
39
G Poitras, Risk Management, Speculation and Derivative Securities (Elseiver Academic Press 2002); L Stout,
‘Risk, Speculation, and OTC Derivatives: An Inaugural Essay for Convivium’ (2011) 1 Accounting Economics and
Law 2.
40
E Avgouleas, ‘Regulating Financial Innovation: A Multifaceted Challenge to Financial Stability, Consumer
Protection, and Growth’ in N Moloney, E Ferran and J Payne (eds), Oxford Handbook of Financial Regulation
(Oxford University Press, 2015).
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401; Dan Awrey, ‘Complexity, Innovation, and the Regulation of Modern Financial Markets’ (2012) 2 Harvard
Business Law Review 235.
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May 2011), https://repowatch.org/2011/05/23/fed-scholars-a-run-on-the-repurchase-market-caused-thefinancial-crisis-and-will-probably-happen-again/; H McVea, ‘Restoring Regulatory Credibility and Preventing
“Repo Runs”: A Cautionary Tale’ (2019) 30 European Business Law Review 1.
45
M Greenberger, ‘Derivatives in the Crisis and Financial Reform’ in Martin H Wolfson and Gerard F Epstein
(eds), The Handbook of Political Economy of Financial Crises (NY: OUP 2013).

sophisticated investors.46 The second assumption is that as retail investors are not involved
in complex and sophisticated sectors of the financial markets, the public interest footprint
of such activities is less significant, and regulators need not dedicate resources to control or
monitor such activities. This also explains why there are carveouts and exemptions from
regulatory application where only sophisticated investors are involved, such as in securities
regulation.47
Both of these assumptions helped to maintain a proportionate financial regulatory system,
which on the one hand meets the risk-based ideology that regulators subscribe to, allowing
them to allocate regulatory resources efficiently to problems of greatest social visibility and
demand;48 but on the other hand meets the interests of the financial sector to push back
against excessive regulation.49 Lothian also argues that this regulatory ‘dualism’ underpins
excessive financialisation in the US.50
However, the global financial crisis 2007-9 rendered the assumptions above questionable as
sophisticated participants such as AIG that wrote an excessive amount of derivative
contracts found itself dangerously unable to honour its commitments and had to be rescued
by the Treasury due to public interest ramifications of its potential insolvency.51 Wholesale
sector participants could not necessarily manage a systemic event of market risk.52
Nevertheless, although regulators responded by introducing regulatory governance over
financial markets and activities that only sophisticated investors would participate in, such
as derivatives and repo markets, the nature of much of this governance enhanced and did
not replace market-based governance. Regulatory governance still avoided being overly
prescriptive where sophisticated market participants are involved.
In derivatives markets, more standardisation and central clearing of derivatives are called
for in order for risks to be made more transparent, and for central clearing parties to
interpose with ex ante risk management between parties.53 In rehypothecation markets,
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Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 July 2012 on OTC
derivatives, central counterparties and trade repositories; Alexandra G Balmer, Regulating Financial
Derivatives (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar 2018).

there is mandatory transparency regarding collateral re-use54 but it is still up to parties to
determine if they would transact upon such terms. Even where wholesale markets such as
foreign currency and gold markets were embroiled in scandals regarding price
manipulation,55 the UK opted for self-regulation by allowing an industry-based standards
board to be established to provide self-governing standards and discipline.56 Hence, even
with public interest in the risk management of sophisticated financial sector participants’
exposures, such as in relation to speculative forms of trading, regulatory governance over
these activities remains indirect, leveraging upon market parties scrutinise transactions and
determine what is optimal for their risk positions. For example, retail investment funds in
the EU are regulated on a product basis57 but hedge funds that may be marketed only to
sophisticated investors are regulated in relation to managers’ prudential and conduct
aspects,58 leaving sophisticated investors to figure out for themselves the wisdom of
particular fund strategies and their prospects.59
The relative refrain of regulatory governance in controlling speculative or ‘socially useless’60
financial activities is not immune from criticism.61 This regulatory tendency, manifest in the
mainstream financial sector, would arguably be no different in the crypto-financial universe.
For example, bitcoin derivatives have been allowed to be marketed to sophisticated
participants as self-certified by two US major commodities trading exchanges.62 The
exemption from securities regulatory requirements in the US and EU for token offers made
to sophisticated investors only,63 and exemption from specific cryptoasset regulations
54
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regulated if these activities entail adverse real economic consequences.
62
G Patti, ‘The Regulation of Financial Product Innovation Typified by Bitcoin-Based Derivative Contracts’
(2020) Review of Banking and Financial Law, forthcoming, https://ssrn.com/abstract=3380770; L Reiners,
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proposed in the EU for token offers64 made only to professional investors are examples of
the continued application of similar regulatory ideology. The FCA has also banned all cryptoderivatives and exchange-traded notes from being sold to retail investors.65 This measure,
being limited to retail investors, would allow sophisticated investors to dominate in
speculative activity involving crypto-derivatives.66 Sophisticated investors also have more
resources to engage in speculation, and in this manner, consumer protection measures
against participating in speculative and highly risky financial activities have nothing to do
with reducing the level of such activities. However, we also observe contrary directions such
as the first approved listing of a bitcoin exchange-traded fund in Canada, allowing retail
participation.67 Although this approach democratises participation for retail investors in
crypto-finance, retail investors’ interest in the exchange-traded fund would be for the
purposes of gaining exposure to bitcoin and enjoying its upsides, without real engagement
with the crypto-economy.
As chapter 3 has argued, financial regulation trajectories such as the above may reshape the
crypto-finance universe as a space for financier speculation and may undermine productive
financialisation and the participation of ordinary ‘peers’ in the blockchain-based economy.
We argue that a different policy choice is needed in order to enable the productive
financialisation in the crypto-economy, supported by retail participation. Further, the rise of
acute, automated forms of speculation in the crypto-finance universe should provide
regulators with an opportunity to consider their roles in governing hyper forms of
financialisation. The Section below discusses four possible approaches.
Policy Choices for Hyper Financialisation
Four sets of policy choices can be considered in relation to governing the levels of hyper
financialisation in the crypto-economy. First, a policy choice can be made to ensure that
those engaged in it are able to manage the risks of their activity and avoid entailing adverse
consequences to others or to the financial system in general. This policy choice would
however not necessarily seek to drive down the volumes of hyper financialisation. Second,
moving along the spectrum of intensity of governance or control, excessive levels of
speculative financial activity can be discouraged by incentive-based regulation, much like
how microprudential regulation is intended to calibrate the risk-taking behaviour of banks68
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and other financial institutions.69 Third, a more definitive policy stance can be taken against
speculative financial activity so that speculative forms of financial instruments may be
subject to pre-vetting and approval. Finally, financial regulators could consider positively
developing allocative steer for financial resources, so that financial capital is not directed to
merely speculative financial activity but to productive causes.
The first policy choice is aligned with the current regulatory approaches in major financial
jurisdictions such as the UK, EU and US, where regulators respond to market failures.70 In
this manner, hyper financialisation is not regarded as an anathema as such, but only to be
subject to governance and control in relation to sub-optimal effects observed. For example,
high frequency traders intending to benefit from tiny arbitrage in securities markets are
governed in the EU by a mandatory obligation not to withdraw liquidity arbitrarily if their
presence in markets has become relied upon as a market-making mechanism.71 In this
manner, regulators see the speculative trading activities as being beneficial in the sense of
constant liquidity provision but aim to moderate only the possible sub-optimal effects.
Although micro-prudential regulation goes some way to moderate financial institution risktaking, including being engaged with speculative financial activities,72 and in the UK,
structural reforms73 have been introduced to separate retail banks from other parts of
market-based banking activities, including speculative types of trading activities, such
regulations are based on broader financial stability considerations.74 Such interventions are
also generally backward-looking, after scandals or crises,75 in order for financial institutions
to internalise social cost that was not internalised before. Regulators are unlikely to make
prescription in terms of ‘what not to do’ in relation to speculative financial activity engaged
by financial institutions. Regulatory governance is crafted more along the lines of imposing
duties on financial institutions to risk manage prudently, and provide for plans in order to
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prevent any fallouts from damaging the wider financial system, such as by making recovery
and resolution plans.76
It may be argued that disincentivising forms of regulation, principally in microprudential
regulation, are powerful constraints against sub-optimal levels of risk-taking, whether in
productive or speculative financial activities. Microprudential regulation has been greatly
enhanced since the global financial crisis 2007-9 in order to moderate financial institutions’
risk-taking behaviour so that they could conservatively ‘count’ the potential cost of risk.77 In
this manner, the risks of hyper financialisation can be reflected in higher regulatory cost,
therefore having a disincentivising effect on such activity. After the global financial crisis,
opaque securitised products attract a high regulatory cost, in order to disincentivise poorly
originated, packaged and sub-transparent financial instruments that have been priced
wrongly prior to the crisis.78 However, it can be argued that hyper financialisation can take
place with respect to well-designed and transparent financial instruments, also financial
instruments well-traded in liquid markets. In this manner, disincentivising regulation aimed
at particular risks to financial institution solvency or liquidity are not always aligned with
reducing speculative levels of activity as such. Financial markets participants that stand to
gain much from speculative activity would essentially manage their regulatory cost in order
to minimise such cost, and do not necessarily seek to reduce or cease engagement with
certain speculative activities.
The first two policy approaches ie ex post regulation targeted at market failures and microprudential regulation arguably do not take a definitive stand against hyper financialisation
as such. Macroprudential or counter-cyclical types of regulation79 are recent developments
after the global financial crisis, and it may be queried if they finally address Gerding’s
criticism that law and regulation do not curb speculative behaviour but instead facilitate
such behaviour. Gerding argues that law often facilitates financial asset price bubbles as
policy-makers refrain from prematurely ‘damaging’ market conditions80 even if speculative
activities are rife. Macroprudential supervision is intended to pre-empt market trends that
appear risky on a forward-looking basis. However, although introduced after the global
financial crisis, macroprudential regulators have behaved in a measured fashion as neither
the UK nor EU have taken positive actions in view of asset price bubble signs such as in the
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housing market81 or in equity markets.82 Instead, macroprudential policy has been most
pronounced in relaxing microprudential requirements in the wake of the covid-19 pandemic
to allow businesses and households needing financial support to access more borrowing.83
Moving along the spectrum of policy choice towards taking a more definitive stand against
forms of speculative hyper financialisation, it can be argued that financial instruments that
promote highly or purely speculative financial activity should be subject to control in terms
of regulatory gatekeeping. In this manner, financial products and instruments should be
subject to pre-vetting or comprehensive product regulation, in order to be marketed or
released, even to sophisticated investors. Allen argues that in an age of highly-automated
financial transactions, which is termed as ‘driverless finance’, a pre-cautionary approach is
warranted to pre-vet financial innovations, in order to prevent severely destabilising
occurrences from taking place.84 This argument is largely premised upon financial stability
concerns and would allow regulators to vet the code of automated financial transactions,
such as those facilitated by tokenisation on blockchains, in order to assess ‘safety’.
Regulators could demand that developers include code that builds in safeguards against
systemic stability risks.
Extending Allen’s argument further, it is arguable that public policy choices regarding
automated finance may not be confined only to stability risks but also to other public
interest aspects in the crypto-financial universe, such as whether productive economic
activity is undermined and whether excessive forms of speculation are crowding out the
crypto-economy. In this manner, regulators could consider the application of a range of
powers specific to product control, ie product intervention, product governance or more
comprehensively, product regulation, coupled with the regulation of gambling.
In the UK and EU, product intervention powers were first introduced in the wake of the
global financial crisis.85 Product intervention would not involve ex ante vetting of products
and their authorisation before release. However, regulators could subject the design or
marketing of financial products to certain conditions in order to combat the risks they pose
to consumer protection and financial stability objectives. The EU’s product intervention
regime allows national authorities to impose permanent bans or other conditions, as well as
the European Banking and Securities Markets Authorities to issue temporary bans or other
conditions, in relation to any type of financial instrument within ESMA’s governing scope
(i.e. securities, derivatives and fund products) or structured deposits and products within
81
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the EBA’s governing scope, or a financial activity or practice, to address the consumer
protection or financial stability objectives.86 The UK’s product intervention objectives are
arguably wider than those introduced under EU legislation as they can also be exercised in
relation to meeting the market integrity objective. This means products that may be
speculative and distorting of markets can potentially be considered for product
intervention.87 The UK Financial Conduct Authority’s powers are also wider in scope, as
product intervention can be exercised against any specified agreement (of financial
transaction), or particularly to specified persons. Product intervention may be in the form88
of banning products, at the most severe end, or limiting the scope of marketing and
promotion, or attaching more severe conditions at point of distribution or sale, such as
disallowing non-advised sales. The regulator could also require the use of warning labels or
impose additional requirements in the process of product design and development,89 or
impose recovery, enforcement and compensation rights against financial institutions for the
benefit of their customers, or order the unenforceability of obligations against customers.90
Examples of product intervention carried out by ESMA include a continuing ban against
marketing contracts for differences and binary option products to retail customers since
June 2018.91 The UK FCA has permanently banned the marketing of binary option products
to retail investors,92 and has also issued a year’s ban from late 2019 on marketing to retail
investors mini-bond products composed of largely illiquid securities.93 The FCA has also
banned all crypto-derivatives and exchange-traded notes from being sold to retail
investors.94 As can be observed, product intervention is regarded as an exceptional measure
in an otherwise liberal financial market, and this is reflected in the qualifications set out in
EU legislation for the exercise of this power.95 Further, it has been sparingly used, focused
on consumer protection contexts. We have already argued above that the regulatory
dualism of leaving sophisticated investors to speculative financial activity without much
regulatory oversight is significantly contributory to the levels of hyper financialisation
observed in both the conventional and crypto-financial spheres. There is a need to consider
if product intervention powers can go further beyond being merely consumer-focused. A
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couple of commentators opine that even for sophisticated or institutional participants,
product risks do feature, such as in relation to insurance products that may be traded
between reinsurers.96 The refrain from intervening into sophisticated participants’ markets
continues to be an underlying ideology for financial regulation. However, regulators should
call to mind that such refrain has allowed sophisticated investors and complex financial
products to bring about systemic risk leading up to the global financial crisis 2007-9.97
Product governance powers have been introduced in the EU more recently in 2017. This
regime imposes internal procedural regulation for product manufacturers and distributors,
so that they are required to consider a suitable target market and the risks to this target
market, during the process of product design.98 Distributors are also to perform an
independent assessment of product suitability for the target market ahead of marketing,
but are compelled to obtain comprehensive information from product manufacturers in
order to make their independent assessments.99 Product governance seems ex ante in
nature, and can achieve a regulative effect in terms of aligning financial institutions’
incentives in product innovation with public interest objectives in terms of consumer
welfare and protection. At best, such a regime can shape behaviour and culture at firms in
an ex ante manner without being prescriptive as to regulators’ gatekeeping of each product.
However, as discussed in Chapter 5 in relation to ICOs, product governance rules are aimed
at internally regulating firms’ conduct and seems procedural in nature.100 It is uncertain if
any shortfalls give rise to investor enforcement as each aggrieved investor still needs to
establish a case for ‘unsuitable’ personal advice101 given to him/her. Further, it is uncertain
what regulatory enforcement is possible against product manufacturers or distributors.
Enforcement under these rules may not be warranted even where there may be individual
cases alleging unsuitable personal advice in relation to these products. Unsuitable personal
advice for any particular aggrieved individual may not be causatively linked to
manufacturers’ or distributors’ policies in product governance. In this manner, it is uncertain
if product governance rules provide sufficient incentives and compulsion to financial
institutions to design products responsibly, as the legal risks posed to them may be limited.
Both product intervention and product governance rules still defer significantly to the
freedom of financial institutions to engage in innovation (even if self-interested) and to
bring them to market. Product intervention is largely based on ex post evaluations as
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currently practised, and product governance provides only a broadly-framed regime for
internal proceduralisation. Financial regulation has so far avoided more intense measures
such as comprehensive product regulation where financial products are subject to prevetting, even if they have complex features.102 It is questioned if the time has come for such
an approach in relation to crypto-financial products in order to mitigate excessive
speculation and hyper financialisation that poses risks to users, consumers, the economic
development of the crypto-economy as well as the stability of its financial universe.103 Such
an approach can also be infused with the regulation of gambling in general.104
The Gambling Act 2005 in the UK explicitly provides for gambling activities to be licensed so
that they can be subject to continuous oversight and specific conditions imposed by the
Gambling Commission.105 These broadly framed gatekeeping and licensing powers are for
the purposes of preventing crime and disorder resulting from gambling, preventing
vulnerable or young people from being exploited and to ensure that gambling activities are
conducted fairly and openly.106 A similar ethos for regulating hyper financialisation and
speculative financial activities is arguably applicable. Dedicated supervision can be extended
over speculative crypto-financial activity for specified public interest objectives such as harm
prevention, stability preservation and promotion of productive economic development. In
this manner, we call for a form of product regulation in crypto-finance, for the purposes of
the above objectives. It may be argued that such a regulatory stance applied to cryptofinance would be inconsistent with the regulation of other mainstream financial products.
This Chapter suggests that the product complexity and opacity exacerbated in a dynamic
technological context for crypto-finance warrants special attention at the moment.
Moreover, product regulation in this area can provide regulators with experimental learning
on how a broader product regulation agenda may be carried out. In light of continued
problems in retail investment discovered in the UK,107 there may be a case for introducing
product regulation more generally. Product regulation may be criticised to be paternalistic
in nature, and regulators need not necessarily make the right judgments about what
innovations to gatekeep. Involving regulators in the ex ante approval of financial products
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could stifle innovative efforts.108 On the other hand, product regulation that exists in the
books can be implemented in a relaxed manner, therefore not amounting to meaningful
gatekeeping at all.
The final policy choice we discuss along the spectrum is that of allocative regulation in
relation to how financial resources are allocated. This policy paradigm would likely be
regarded as ‘paternalistic’ as it would involve public sector steering (though not necessarily
exclusively) in relation to allocation of financial capital, radically affecting the freedoms of
private sector market participants to do so. But on the other hand, this policy paradigm may
be seen as a form of structural re-ordering, so that institutions, policies and structures may
be changed in response to the more fundamental and normative question of how finance
should be put to work. We refer to Lothian’s work on this as well as the structuralist vision
proposed by Omarova and Hockett.
In Lothian’s final work,109 she argued that a new vision for finance should be fostered, so
that financial resources can be allocated, in a highly democratised and socially-inclusive
manner, to real production, and not merely to chase after financialised pursuits and profits.
Her broad paradigm-shifting agenda called for policy change towards accumulation of
savings instead of debt in developed countries such as the US, deep policy reform to
stimulate the supply-side so that productive activity can be generated in order to attract the
demand side for investment, the development of an industrial policy so that the channels
for meeting economic development needs would not merely be dominated by private
sector financialisation. She called for a broad policy steer towards financing real productivity
and moving away from speculative transactions and financial activity that would have no
social contribution.110 The applicational implications include public sector leadership in
allocation, such as through industrial policy or public-private partnership vehicles,111 as well
as regulatory frameworks that constrain speculative activities, such as by way of a Tobin
tax.112
It may be argued that such proposals for change requiring heavy-lifting would likely face
opposition, in terms of the extent of institutional change required and the cost of
implementation. Omarova and Hockett also argue that regulatory reform can bring about a
new allocative steer for financial capital. Omarova and Hockett113 argue that financial
intermediation is ultimately a finance franchise granted by the public sector, based on the
monetary order backed by the sovereign. Hence, finance should serve public interest
purposes such as developmental purposes in the economy. Although the sovereign does not
provide the monetary order in the crypto-economy, it can be argued that the creation of
money in the conventional economy does support the crypto-economy as much of
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cryptocurrency is transformed and not innately produced eg by mining. In this manner,
regulative steer can be warranted to provide support for the productive financialisation of
the crypto-economy, 114 while mitigating the adverse effects of speculative or hyper
financialisation.
Allocative financial regulation is not the norm in many developed financial jurisdictions as
there is a hazardous fine line with central planning. The distinct disadvantages of central
planning include possible corrupt practices in terms of political steering, as well as poor or
inefficient judgments. In sum, policy choices along the spectrum of greater paternalism or
public-sector ordering offer possibilities for bringing speculative activity and hyper
financialisation under control, as the berth for private sector freedom is more constrained.
There are however hazards with such approaches which can seem ‘authoritarian’, which is
on the face of it opposed to the ethos in the crypto-economy. The fine balances of
regulatory capitalism in facilitating productive financialisation but taming hyper
financialisation may not be easy to achieve. Such choice sets are underpinned by ideological
preferences and social values, and are reflected in regulatory design. It is nevertheless
possible that authoritarian risks in policy choice sets can be subject to regulatory design
mechanisms that mitigate such risk, by having accountable and inclusive regulatory spaces
where regulators’ discretion can be subject to co-regulation and ex post scrutiny.
This chapter has so far set out the broad policy choices for productive and hyper
financialisation in the crypto-economy, such considerations not being evident in extant
policy discussions at the time of writing. Regulatory design should be based on policy
choices made with regard to supporting productive financialisation (or otherwise), and
taking a stance on hyper financialisation. This would be preferred to a coherentist approach
of fitting crypto-financial developments into existing financial regulation categories.
We turn to developments in crypto-finance to date, critically discussing emerging regulatory
initiatives. In examining the emerging regulatory treatment, possible flaws and lacunae, this
Chapter highlights the hazards of a coherentist approach to fitting crypto-financial
developments into existing regulatory regimes, or to develop new regimes heavily drawn
from existing frameworks, such as the EU Regulation for Markets in Crypto-assets discussed
earlier in this book. We provide at the end of this chapter a high-level framework for
regulatory policy and design.
B. Trends in Regulating Crypto-finance
It is asserted that ‘[d]igital currencies are more regulated than you think’,115 demystifying
the myth that crypto-finance, broadly defined, is simply unregulated and left in the wild
west. A good number of crypto-finance products are not marketed in the shadows and
about 40% of crypto service providers are subject to a form of formal regulation.116 Indeed
being regulated can shore up an appearance of legitimacy. Impression is also given of the
sufficiency and purposefulness of the regulation behind crypto-finance or service providers.
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However, we argue that there is a need to consider not only innovative crypto-finance that
appears to be ‘uncategorised’ or unregulated under extant financial regulation, but also the
already-regulated forms of crypto-finance and service providers, to consider if extant
regulation really addresses the why of regulating them. In this manner, we articulate more
purposefully the why and how of regulating crypto-financial products and service providers.
First, there are many already-regulated crypto-finance products, particularly those that offer
speculative exposure to bitcoin and other major cryptocurrencies. These are traded on
regulated exchanges and markets in the US and EU. These are regulated in a similar manner
as their conventional financial counterparts in terms of derivative products. The relatively
light regulatory oversight over these can be attributed to one or both market characteristics,
ie intermediation by established regulated markets and the availability only to sophisticated
investors.
Crypto Hedge Funds, Derivatives and Exchange-traded Products
Crypto hedge funds are relatively lightly regulated in the US and EU in relation to their
investment strategies. In the US, such products are available only to sophisticated investors,
as availability to retail investors entails more onerous mutual fund regulation.117 In the EU,
although hedge fund managers are subject to the regulatory requirements in the Alternative
Investment Fund Managers’ Directive, and this allows them to market (to an extent) to retail
investors,118 there is little regulatory reach over the funds themselves. Funds can be
incorporated offshore and have significant freedom to employ investment strategies as they
see fit.119 In practice crypto hedge funds usually engage in speculative trading of major
cryptocurrencies to take advantage of price volatility in order to make trading gains.120 The
assets under management are growing,121 largely from family wealth offices and high net
worth individuals, as institutional interest remains cautious.122 Although such products cater
for the portfolio diversification needs of sophisticated investors123 with certain risk
appetites, the dominance of speculative activities is clear, and this universe seems largely to
cater for the already-wealthy in order to fund speculation in crypto-finance.
Crypto-derivatives, most significantly bitcoin derivatives such as futures and options, can be
offered by regulated providers, usually regulated markets or exchanges, providing a venue
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for legitimate exposure to speculative trading in cryptocurrency. In the US, the CME bitcoin
futures and options contracts offered by the Chicago Mercantile Exchange124 is the avenue
for retail investors to be exposed to cryptocurrency via many registered brokers.125 The CME
bitcoin futures product is self-certified in the US. Regulatory governance is not extended
over the product, as it suffices for existing trust to be reposed in the Exchange as a
regulated and accountable institution to the CFTC.126
In the UK, sophisticated investors can gain exposure to crypto derivatives offered by
regulated exchanges such as Kraken.127 Regulated exchange-traded products are popular
with investors, as these products, traded on an exchange with daily liquidity, provide
exposure for investors who have the freedom to liquidate their risks readily on the markets.
There are many EU national regulators who oversee exchange-traded crypto derivative
products, allowing these services to be passported across the EU by virtue of national
regulation and oversight of the exchanges themselves. Brokers such as Kraken, Coinshares
and IG Index used to offer these products to retail investors in the UK,128 but the FCA has
now brought in a ban on marketing and selling such products to retail customers on 6
January 2021, attracting criticism in terms of locking retail investors out of portfolio
diversification.129 It is uncertain if shadow trading by retail investors in the UK could migrate
to unregulated offshore exchanges such as Huobi, Binance, OKex etc.130 It is also noted that
these exchanges offer leverage facilities to allow investors speculate in these cryptocurrency
derivative contracts.131 The UK ban is based on consumer protection against highly risky
financial products, but it is not a strong statement against speculative financialisation in the
crypto-economy. Sophisticated and institutional investors are unaffected by the ban.
The US SEC has so far taken a strict view to exchange-traded products, especially the
exchange-traded fund. It has taken the view that the underlying liquidity and market
conditions for cryptoassets that would be included in such funds do not meet the criteria
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met by conventional securities assets that underlie exchange-traded funds.132 However, this
policy may be set for change as the SEC is considering inter-agency coordination and
learning in order to apprise the crypto ETF properly for marketing to the public.133 It may be
argued that although crypto exchange-traded products are available for speculative
purposes, they are not particularly ‘harmful’. Massive retail uptake is stemmed in the US
and UK at the time of writing and institutional allocation is cautious. It may also be argued
that such speculative financial activity is not harmful to the crypto-economy as increased
demand for cryptocurrency can further the development of the crypto-economy too.
However, speculation in cryptocurrency does not help to create a stable monetary order or
reinforce productive financialisation in the crypto-economy.
The availability of crypto derivative products still constitutes a ‘fringe’ movement in the
developing asset classes for financial allocation, as important financial intermediaries such
as banks are disincentivised from holding crypto-financial assets. Holdings of such assets
entail high levels of microprudential regulatory cost.134 There is also legal uncertainty in
terms of using crypto-holdings as collateral in order to drive financial transactions and
leverage.135 Potential disadvantageous treatment of crypto-financial assets as collateral can
disincentivise excessive amounts of their holding by conventional financial institutions.
Borrowing in fiat against crypto collateral still tends to be non-conventional and relatively
expensive.136
In sum, regulators seem to tolerate some extent of assimilation of crypto-financial assets in
mainstream financial economies, without much change to extant financial regulatory
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regimes. This position is however dynamic in nature and depends largely on regulators’
perception of financial stability risks from crypto-financial assets. As more crypto-financial
innovations emerge or more institutional diversification takes place into crypto-financial
products, albeit for speculative purposes, regulatory initiatives and policy over these may be
changed. Although the extension of regulation provides more certainty, and can be enabling
for market developments, as this volume has argued, the regulatory legitimation of cryptofinance needs to be considered in terms of what regulators are legitimating. In particular,
poorly considered regulatory designs may create impressions of legitimacy for
consequences that are unintended.
Next, we observe that many regulated financial institutions are carrying out crypto-type
innovation in a space that may not be captured by existing regulation. This presents new
challenges for financial regulators as they need to be vigilant in relation to how such
activities affect existing regulatory scope and supervision. Regulators especially need to take
care that existing regulatory regimes may be under-inclusive and may provide a false sense
of assurance if simply applied to innovations, even if undertaken by already-regulated
entities.
Bank-based Platform Coins
The JPM Coin is being developed by global banking behemoth JP Morgan in order to
facilitate direct instantaneous transfers between institutional clients of JP Morgan, ie clients
who hold accounts at JP Morgan.137 Using a blockchain infrastructure, institutional clients
can complete transfers to each other directly, without needing centralised reconciliation
within JP Morgan’s systems. This allows for speedier remittance than if a centralised
reconciliation system were used. In terms of same-jurisdiction transfers, the use of the JPM
Coin need not add any efficiency as centralised systems may already be at this level of
efficiency, such as ‘faster payments’ transfers available in the UK.138 However, for
international remittances, the JPM Coin could increase speed of transfer and minimise
exchange rate fluctuation risk between parties. In Austria, Raffeisen bank has issued an RBI
Coin to effect instant bank-to-bank or bank-to-business payments on a permissioned
blockchain, joining up forces with other players in the banking sector so as to create
sufficient internal economies.139 In a new development, a number of financial institutions in
the UK who are members of Corda,140 a permissioned blockchain architecture provided by
R3 that services bank-to-bank transactions, have come together to form a cooperative in
the UK called Cordite in order to issue a digital currency the XKD.141 The XKD will be used on
Corda for bank-to-bank transfers.142 The XKD may facilitate speedier transfers for financial
institutions who are not clearing banks that benefit from the UK’s ‘faster payments’
framework, and therefore allows these financial institutions to work together towards
137
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greater competitiveness and efficiency. The UK and Austrian initiatives may be confined to
local transfers and direct customer participation seems not envisaged. In this manner, JP
Morgan’s innovation to facilitate business customer transfers within its large internal crossborder network is pioneering and revolutionary. This initiative may meet the needs for
instantaneous transfer especially on a cross-border basis, as inefficiencies in remittance has
been a long-running problem.143 Payments for international trade can be improved in
radical ways, perhaps eliminating the need for extant instruments such as letters of credit,
as well as the inconvenience of chains of documentation and delays in payment in
international trade.
How should permissioned platform tokens like the JPM or XKD Coin be treated in regulatory
terms? Should regulators ignore the coins themselves and continue to regulate the banking
institutions involved in terms of their banking services and payment functions? Or should
the issue of the coins themselves raise regulatory attention for specific treatment?
JPM coins are issued to users to effect blockchain-based transactions across JP Morgan’s
banking books. For the RBI or XKD coin, they are minted and issued by financial institution
members who are nodes on the permissioned blockchain, and it is surmised that customer
users are not involved. The latter seems to be an innovation in relation to payment, clearing
and settlement infrastructure but the production of new financial instruments cannot be
ruled out, as the Chainstack introduction to XKD clarifies.144 The JPM Coin can arguably
create new financial claims for banking customers.
As customer users are involved, the JPM Coin is a claim against the issuer in favour of the
customer, and also a payment token held by the customer. If issued against a positive
balance in the customer’s account with the bank, the coin is a transformation from the
deposit claim against the issuer, but it is uncertain if the transformation of the deposit into
the coin would affect its characterisation, for example, in relation to deposit guarantee
protection. If it is issued as a form of credit, the coin represents indebtedness, possibly
against collateral and it is imperative that such credit creation be not treated as a form of
shadow banking that is not accounted for in banks’ prudential management. There is also
the issue of whether it is transferable and fungible as collaterised ‘money’ so that a
customer can collateralise this in favour of a third party, for example. Further, it is unclear
whether the RBI or XDK coin can be used to represent new financial claims, and if so
whether there is a risk of shadow banking and regulatory arbitrage.
As the JPM Coin can effect international transfers for business clients within the internal
blockchain provided by JP Morgan, can such a platform substitute for international payment
architecture currently maintained under the aegises of Swift?145 Further, can such a
platform permit large value transfers currently routed through central banks such as the
Fedwire maintain by the Federal Reserve Board146 or the Bank of England’s real-time gross
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settlement system?147 The diversification away from centralised payment and settlement
architecture is also a trend observed with the RBI or XKD Coin. These seem to be tokens that
are used to improve the efficiencies of inter-bank payment, clearing and settlement. The
pertinent regulatory issues are therefore whether such networks create pockets of selfregulatory payment architecture and how these should be overseen.
Payment clearing and settlement infrastructures are arguably public goods148 that operate
under an institutional architecture co-opting public sector oversight.149 Would the same
regulatory regimes apply to these new blockchain-based payment and settlement
platforms, and would there be a need for new standards in light of new technology? In
particular, can large value transfers be made via these coins, and what are the implications
for central banks’ roles in providing large value transfer architecture and supervising
them?150 Can large value transfers be migrated away from central banks’ settlement
systems and what risks does this pose for financial stability? It may however be argued that
in light of the Federal Reserve’s operational error in its Fedwire real-time gross settlement
system for large value transfers that resulted in a suspension of service for a few hours,151
central bank systems are no guarantee for financial stability too. The proliferation of
permissioned blockchains for interbank settlement and clearing may provide diversification
that reduces systemic risk.
In dealing with the JPM, XKD or RBI Coin, it is possible that regulators would treat an
innovation from an existing regulated entity as subsumed within an existing regulatory
regime. This is because some regulators, such as in the US, undertake entity-based
regulation. Indeed the proposed Stable Act152 in the US could reinforce an approach that
allows incumbent authorised banking institutions to develop tokenisation under the current
regulatory regime, not attracting new regulatory considerations. The Act proposes to
regulate all stablecoin issuers as deposit-taking institutions, hence disallowing private
stablecoins to be issued outside of the bank regulatory perimeter. Such an approach could
force stablecoin projects pegged to the US dollar or other foreign currency to be outlawed
in the US unless authorisation is obtained for the issuer to operate as a deposit-taking
institution. The Act’s focus may be to weed out private stablecoin issuers who would
unlikely meet bank authorisation requirements. It may be argued that, although this means
that only established banks can develop stablecoin projects, the Act subjects every
stablecoin proposed to be issued to a six-month notice, presumably to invite regulatory
scrutiny. This would not bring about an automatic recognition of stablecoin projects issued
by regulated entities, but it remains to be seen if incumbents would be subject to strong
scrutiny.
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The UK has moved away from sectoral regulation since the 2000s but sectoral legacies still
loom large in its ‘regulated permissions’ regime.153 The legacies of regulatory ontologies for
regulators, particularly influenced by sectoral boundaries, are likely to affect regulatory
perceptions of boundaries, in responding to crypto-finance. Regulators should take care that
existing regulatory boundaries for already-regulated entities do not obscure them from
perceiving and scrutinising innovations that raise new regulatory issues. Further,
coordination between relevant regulatory agencies such as microprudential regulators,
payment services regulators and the administration of the financial services or deposit
compensation scheme would be optimal for advancing policy thinking.
USD Coin
The USD Coin,154 issued by New-York regulated money services business Circle is a
programmable ERC-20 token for the Ethereum blockchain, seeking also to become
programmable in other blockchains. It is captured within the regulatory perimeter for
money service businesses in the US although it may be doubted as to whether existing
regulation fully accounts for its novel features. It is also queried whether under the Stable
Act, Circle would need to be authorised as a deposit-taking institution.
In substance, it may be argued that the USD Coin is similar to Tether, an ‘asset-referenced’
stablecoin which is, at the time of writing, unregulated.155 The USD Coin purports to be fully
collateralised to maintain parity with the US dollar and is a claim upon the issuer, much like
Tether.
However, as the USD Coin is issued by an already-regulated money services business, the
regulatory ontology of ‘payment and money service business’ provides framing for Circle’s
regulatory obligations in relation to the USD Coin.156 This regulatory ontology focuses
Circle’s obligations in relation to prudential regulation, in order to meet claims issued
against the USD Coin, anti-money laundering, customer due diligence, transaction
monitoring and reporting, and accountability to FinCen. This regulatory ontology focuses on
the USD Coin’s use for payment in the conventional as well as crypto-economies. The USD
Coin’s regulatory treatment raises questions in relation to the future of regulatory policy for
asset-referenced stablecoins that purport to maintain parity with the US dollar. With the US
considering the Stable Act at the time of writing, it is uncertain if the issuer of the USD Coin
will maintain its status as a regulated money service business or be required to fall in line
with bank regulation, which may be regarded as an overreach.157
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The USD Coin would pose challenges to the EU’s regulatory treatment as it possesses emoney characteristics but is also an ‘asset-referenced’ stablecoin. The EU’s approach to
asset-referenced stablecoins reflects its appreciation for the ‘asset management’ aspect of
the stablecoin, as the regime resembles money market fund management. In this manner,
users benefit from a range of investor protection and accountability flowing from the ‘asset
management’ functions of stablecoin issuers. However, the shortfall in the EU’s approach is
that the payment aspect of asset-referenced stablecoins is ignored and there is no provision
for them to be so utilised. This could frustrate stablecoin issuers who intend these
instruments to be capable of multifaceted functions. In this manner, regulatory
characterisation in both the EU or US may be under-inclusive and over-inclusive at the same
time.
There is a lack of joined-up regulatory thinking in relation to the multifunctional aspects of
crypto-finance. The USD Coin has grown in market volumes since March 2020, and although
there is steady adoption of the USD Coin as a payment token, its exponential growth is due
to its use in DeFi yield farming, such as through DeFi loans discussed earlier in this
chapter.158 Crypto-financial assets often offer multifaceted forms of market uses, some of
which can be productive, such as for payment purposes and some of which can reinforce
speculative forms of hyper financialisation. Regulatory policy for such innovative products
need to transcend existing regulatory categories and engage with fundamental objectives.
Coherentist applications of existing regulatory regimes gives rise to issues of inappropriate
fit and gaps. We acknowledge that an effort has been made by the EU to offer tailor-made
regulation for crypto-financial assets and crypto-asset service providers,159 and we turn to
examine to what extent the tailor-made regime addresses the novelties that are being
developed. In Chapters 3 and 5, we suggest that regulatory design for ICOs in the EU is
excessively derived from securities regulation and is not altogether appropriate for predevelopment financing in ICOs. In this Section, a similar trajectory is detected for the
regulation of crypto-asset service providers and asset-referenced stablecoins in the EU. We
point out the deficits of this derivative approach.
Cryptoasset Service Providers
Although the decentralising properties of blockchain is what drives new business models in
the productive crypto-economy, as discussed in chapters 2 and 6, crypto-finance is not
always decentralised. Many new service providers and intermediaries have arisen in this
space. The Table below provides a snapshot of the intermediaries in the crypto-financial
space.
Financial Activity
Commercial payment, for dApp services or
virtual goods
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Intermediaries involved
Developers of payment protocol
Wallet provider
Stablecoin issuer
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Investment (primary market)

Exchange or trading

Saving
Arbitrage or speculation

ICO Issuer and developer, including pooled
structures like DAO
Cryptoasset Exchange if conducting an
offering
Cryptoasset rating services eg ICOBench
Centralised cryptoasset exchange
Wallet provider
Decentralised liquidity pool
Decentralised services short of transaction
execution eg information matching
Savings dApp and interest rate provider
Liquidity pool, decentralised or otherwise
Centralised crypto or conventional
exchanges offering derivative products
Exchange-traded products issuer
Cryptoasset fund manager
Liquidity pools
Market making protocols/platforms
Stablecoin issuer

In connection with the productive crypto-economy, chapters 5 and 6 have discussed
regulatory proposals for a number of service providers, such as wallet providers, centralised
and decentralised exchanges. These service providers may perform services resembling
those of their conventional financial sector counterparts, but can also provide services in
new ways, therefore changing the nature of risks in relation to their service provision, or
offer novel combinations of services. However, the trend is that many regulators tend to
treat crypto-financial service providers and their conventional financial sector counterparts
similarly. Even in jurisdictions that are developing specific crypto-finance regulations,
crypto-financial service providers are treated in broad-brush or vague ways, and
inappropriate forms of regulation could be extended to them.
First there is an issue of scope of regulatory application. Service providers in the EU’s
proposed Markets in Crypto-asset Regulation are not defined in terms of the categories of
services provided, and a broad-brush and vague approach is also taken in the Maltese
Virtual Financial Assets Act. Should the scope of application be interpreted to refer only to
service providers related to cryptoasset offers, given the context of the legislations?
However, the proposed EU Regulation also deals with e-money tokens. So, would ‘service
provider’ extend to payment-related service providers? Further, would rating services for
ICOs be regarded as caught within the scope of service providers, but remains unspecifically
mentioned in either the proposed EU legislation or Maltese Act?
As the Maltese Act also requires service providers organised as blockchain-based businesses
to adhere to the Innovative Technological Arrangements Act that deals with organisational
and governance aspects, would this requirement extend only to service providers organised
as blockchains? If service providers do not serve solely the crypto-economy, how would
overlaps between mainstream financial regulation and regulation extended to crypto-

finance be reconciled?160 There is clarity in the proposed EU Regulation that banks and
existing regulated electronic money institutions are exempt from further regulation
pertaining to the issue of digital money tokens. However, one queries if this treatment is
under-inclusive as special characteristics of tokenisation carried out by regulated banks and
e-money institutions should be carefully considered for regulatory policy. In particular, we
have proposed in chapter 6 that regulatory oversight of payment functions and
infrastructure in the crypto-economy should be designed differently, in terms of codevetting and pre-emptive testing.
The treatment of service providers grouped together under a generic label is arguably
unsatisfactory. The proposed EU Regulation extends the same prudential and conduct
regulations over the universe of service providers, but it is queried if this is both over- and
under-inclusive. Service providers are susceptible to different types and intensities of user
engagement, and the same conduct regulation applicable to all may be inappropriate. For
example, even if it can be argued that the duty to ‘manage conflicts of interest’ can be
framed at a level of generality that is not unwarranted, the nature and extent of conflicts of
interest for each type of service provider differ, and specific policy should be considered
where more significant forms of harm can occasion to users. Service providers also carry out
different extents of decentralisation, using automated protocols to replace centralised
service provision, as discussed in chapter 6 in relation to decentralised exchange and trading
services. Should conduct risks in relation to each of the service providers set out in the Table
above be more carefully interrogated in order to develop more appropriate policy?
Further prudential regulation is meant to moderate the financial risks of intermediation
activities so as to prevent risks of failure and wider disruptive risks to the financial system.
According to the Table of service providers, it needs to be determined if prudential
regulation should apply to any of them and to what extent. Prudential implications may be
attracted for savings service providers for example, but it may be argued that in a
decentralised crypto-financial universe, prudential regulation is unwarranted as risk is not
centralised upon intermediaries. Automated protocols for collateralisation are programmed
for each participant to bear his/her share of risk. Should such self-regulation be sufficient?
Should providers of liquidity pools for example not be treated collectively for prudential
purposes? If providers of ‘centralised’ features, whether for liquidity pools, protocols to
govern decentralised trading services or other DeFi services, should be treated as a
collective entity for prudential regulatory purposes, then the question arises as to what the
prudential regulation is for. Would we be seeking to apply prudential regulation to constrain
levels of risk build-up in these platforms, or would we be applying prudential regulation for
loss absorption in case of unexpected events? A blanket approach in prudential regulation
seeking to ensure that there is conventional shareholder equity backing the service provider
may be an inappropriate policy, whose purposes are also unclear.
Further, the proposed EU Regulation and Maltese Act provide more distinct treatment of
cryptoasset exchanges. The familiarity with centralised exchanges has caused development
of regulation very much in the vein of mainstream trading markets, and targeted at
160
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centralised exchanges. The proposed EU Regulation, as well as the Thai and Maltese regimes
recognise and regulate centralised cryptoasset exchanges. However, this may leave
decentralised exchanges either in a vacuum or inappropriately regulated.161
In sum, this Chapter raises concerns in relation to excessive coherentism on the part of
financial regulators dealing with financial developments in the crypto-economy, as well as in
the conventional financial economy where cryptoassets may be assetised. Financial
regulators’ treatment of novel developments such as the stablecoin and Decentralised
Finance also raise concerns with regard to coherentist approaches. We propose below that
unpacking different stablecoins may mean different regulatory approaches to them, along
the lines of functional regulation. Further, the movement of Decentralised Finance (DeFi)
raises distinct issues that are not similar to credit and lending.
Novelties for Regulatory Policy: Asset-referenced Stablecoins
The asset-referenced stablecoin is an exponentially growing industry as both cryptoeconomy users and mainstream financiers have flocked into this space.162 As discussed in
chapter 6, Tether is an example of an off-chain managed stablecoin, while Dai is an example
of an onchain-managed stablecoin. The USD Coin discussed above resembles Tether but is
subject to different regulatory treatment. Tether and Dai are currently unregulated, but
there is potential that they could be captured by the proposed Stable Act and EU
Regulation. We discuss here that different stablecoins should be functionally interrogated
and this reveals differences in terms of functional characteristics and purpose of use. In this
manner, perhaps it is even inappropriate to have an overarching umbrella regime to
regulate stablecoins indiscriminately.
Tether International Limited is incorporated as a company based in the British Virgin Islands,
and its business model is to issue Tethers or USDT, purportedly maintaining parity with the
US dollar. This business model has now extended to fiat currencies such as the euro,163
yuan164 and gold.165 Tether is a programmable cryptocurrency that can be accepted as
payment on the Ethereum blockchain or on the Omni layer of the Bitcoin blockchain. In the
alternative, USDT can be held for hedging purposes against the volatility of cryptocurrency
such as bitcoin and ether. In the US, Tether is incorporated as Tether Limited dealing only
with accredited investors.166 The USDT can be treated as a promise to redeem at parity,
such a promise being backed up by reserves and the daily publication of reserve levels.167
This promise is not dissimilar to the promise to repay a deposit or a promise to redeem at
par value in relation to a money market fund. In this manner, regulatory design could be
targeted at issuers in terms of prudential provision and robust and credible management of
reserves.. The US Stable Act would treat Tether as a stablecoin equivalent to a deposit. The
161
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proposed European Regulation168 also focuses on reserve maintenance and redemption
robustness. Issuers are in sum subject to prudential regulation, mandatory audit and
accountability, though the EU regime is somewhat lighter than the regime for money
market funds for example.169 Both the US and EU approaches are derivative in nature, but it
may be said that the EU proposal is more proportionate as the fall gamut of equivalent
regulation applicable for conventional finance is not applied. Bank regulation would be
applied in full to stablecoin issuers in the US under the Stable Act.
It can be argued that the focus on the nature of Tether’s financial promise, which is the
‘back-end’ mechanics of how Tether works, should not be isolated from Tether’s ‘front-end’
purpose. Tether serves a significant speculative market for hedging against the price
volatility of bitcoin, as it is held by many mainstream and crypto-investors in the place of fiat
currencies for speculating against bitcoin.170 Further, many bitcoin derivatives offered by
cryptocurrency exchanges are settled in Tether.171 Hence, Tether’s main purpose seems to
be acting as the programmable alternative to the US dollar that enables swift changes in
position in and out of bitcoin for speculative trading purposes. In this manner, it should be
queried whether the regulatory ontology for Tether should be confined to the technical
nature of its financial promise, or should be extended to its market purpose, connecting
with the wider policy concerns regarding hyper financialisation. Regulating asset-referenced
stablecoins in the manner proposed by the EU Regulation could give such products more
legitimacy and promote more participation, reinforcing speculative forms of financialisation
in the crypto-economy. Such consequences should be carefully considered in designing
regulatory regimes that would inevitably clarify the status of stablecoins like Tether.
Different from Tether or the USD Coin, Dai is an on-chain collateralised stablecoin with
payment, investment/reserve management as well as deposit and savings features.172 As
discussed in chapter 6, Dai is issued by Maker DAO to anyone who wishes to lock approved
collateral in a ‘vault’ for the issue of dai. Such collateral includes ether, as well as Ethereumbased tokens approved by the governance body for Maker DAO, ie the holder of MKR
tokens. Dai is soft-pegged to the US dollar, hence the value of collateral locked in vaults is
determined by price oracles approved and trusted by the governance body, and oracle
mechanisms are crucial to determining if the vault is sufficiently collateralised. Withdrawers
of dai can use this for spending or for saving, such as in the Oasis app,173 which generates a
savings rate determined by the MKR token holders in the governance body. The savings rate
is a mechanism for affecting demand for dai so that a market for dai can be built up. Price
stability for dai is maintained by market makers or ‘keeper nodes’ that run a protocol on
their computers to automatically buy or sell dai in accordance with market demand
conditions to keep parity with the dollar. Keepers also participate in collateral liquidations
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which are automatically deployed if a vault triggers certain risk parameters. Withdrawers of
dai can redeem collateral by repaying the dai and a stability fee.
There are a number of financial promises made with regard to holding dai- ie that the
stability of dai is maintained by demand-led decisions that determine the savings rate for
dai, the market-making protocols and collateralisation protocols. Although the latter two
are automatically deployed, the Maker governance body determines and regularly votes on
policies in relation to the interest rate for dai savings and collateralisation risk policies.
These governance powers also underpin the selection of price oracles which affect the
automatic deployment of collateralisation policies and other discretionary matters such as
system upgrades or shut downs in an emergency. In sum, users’ financial claims are totally
reliant on the robustness of Maker’s governance, where decision-making powers are held
by holders of the MKR tokens. MKR tokens were publicly auctioned by Maker DAO to raise
dai. The dai system ran into a crisis in March 2020 when ether price volatility triggered large
scale liquidation protocols for collateral. The governance body stepped in and secured
capital injection from financiers to stabilise the system.174 At the time of writing, Paradigm
Capital, a digital asset management firm based in San Francisco is the major holder of MKR
tokens.175
It may be argued that due to the nature of the financial promise made in relation to dai in
terms of creation and redemption, dai can be governed along the same ideology as that
applicable to offchain collateralised stablecoins. However, it can also be argued that dai
should be ontologically different from other collateralised stablecoins. As Lipton et al
argue,176 different stability mechanisms can give rise to different taxonomies or ontologies,
such as whether the stabilisation mechanism is based on a claim against reserve, or a claim
against good faith in stabilisation practices or policies. It can be argued that dai should be
ontologically different from other collateralised stablecoins, as its stability mechanisms
premised upon collateralisation may be a transition phase for the establishment of dai as a
self-maintaining cryptocurrency. In this manner, the protocols that moderate market
conditions for dai in order to prevent speculative disruptions to dai’s stability are likely of
more importance as dai matures in terms of adoption and circulation. This model of
transitional collateralisation and soft-pegging, which should ultimately pave the way for a
self-sustaining payment currency, is the model explicitly adopted by Reserve, another assetreferenced stablecoin.177 In this manner, can it be argued that payment regulation is most
appropriate for such stablecoins? The governance of such stablecoins can be subject to a coregulatory system of oversight involving the governance body and regulators. Despite the
structures of ‘asset management’ that are involved in collateralisation and reserve
management, could these be less important for regulatory policy and design, in view of a
more purpose-led inquiry into what dai serves and how it is used?
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The universe of stablecoins presents products of different designs that serve predominantly
different purposes, and pose different risks to users. We could adopt a purpose-led
approach so that stablecoin functions are regulated to commonly accepted standards for
their use purpose/s. Yet the purpose-led approach can be hazardous. This is because
significant use changes can occur in this technologically mobile and agile universe, and dai is
now significantly deployed as collateral for DeFi loans in yield farming strategies, to be
discussed more below. Users of dai in this manner rely upon its nature as a financial asset
and its value stability features in order to arbitrage with other tokens to generate yields
based on price differences in different markets. Hence, in order to protect users of dai
whose interests lie in the value stability features of the stablecoin, the proposed EU
Regulation’s approach that focuses on reserve management may seem most in keeping with
their latest needs. That said, the combination of different types of financial claims and
financial uses that stablecoins can be put to raises the broader issue of whether a
‘multifaceted’ or ‘multifunctional’ crypto-financial product should be regulated as a unique
product as a whole, or functionally along different aspects.
Further, being an onchain stablecoin instead of an offchain stablecoin like Tether, dai is
governed and managed differently. An offchain stablecoin may be said to be governed in a
similar manner to fund management under the control of the asset manager. However, dai
is governed by automated protocols, although a governance body designs its policies and
engages in crisis management. In what ways should regulatory policy differ between
onchain and offchain stablecoins? Could onchain stablecoins, whose governance is more
decentralised and transparent be subject to a meta-regulatory or co-regulatory regime
where self-governance and experimentation are permitted within certain frameworks?
Regulatory design addressed to decentralised forms of coordination such as in a DAO cannot
be the same as addressed to a corporatized entity. In addressing a decentralised structure,
Auer proposes ex ante and technologically embedded forms of regulatory governance,178
such as embedding regulatory accountability in governance tokens. Protocols may have to
be considered for periodic transparency to be made to regulators. Further, the equivalent of
external audit could be built into the governance system.
A number of algorithmically-managed stablecoins may be characterised as stablecoins that
aim towards becoming self-maintaining currencies for the crypto-economy. Algorithmicallymanaged stablecoins are usually on-chain stablecoins, purporting to maintain price stability,
usually within a narrow range, soft-pegged to the US dollar.179 They may be collateralised in
an initial phase,180 but ultimately seek to be self-sustaining, managing price stability by
responding to market conditions, where sufficient circulation and liquidity have been
achieved.181 Fundamentally, such projects are designed to be for payment purposes, and
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regulatory policy for payment protocols and services should arguably be most applicable. It
is queried whether soft pegging to a fiat currency, without a reserve mechanism, would be
outlawed under the US and EU legislations. Or would the stablecoins with an initial reserve
mechanism be subject to full regulatory treatment proposed in the US and EU, even if the
reserve mechanism is intended to be phased out? For example, Ampleforth and Reserve
tend towards de-pegging and becoming self-maintained in due course.
Novelties for Regulatory Policy: DeFi
One of the most structurally challenging phenomena for regulators is the rise of ‘DeFi’, or
decentralised finance.182 This is because DeFi allows retail participation in rather complex
hedging financial activities, driven by automated algorithmic protocols. Although DeFi
seems to be self-governed by precise smart contract protocols and offers a range of
democratising opportunities for individuals to participate in financial yield-generation, there
are two concerns. One is that governance needs are not completely addressed by
automation, and the suite of risks that an individual is exposed to can be highly uncertain.
These risks include technical/security risks of protocol exploitation and transactional
complexity, economic risks in terms of potential financial loss and governance risks in terms
of problem-solving and crisis management.183 The second is that speculative forms of hyper
financialisation are encouraged and the normative approach to these trends ought to be
addressed.
DeFi allows token-holders to engage in financial yield generation, potentially stripping out
rent-extracting intermediaries.184 On the Compound platform,185 users can deposit their
tokens into liquidity pools, ready to be swapped with others who have matching demands.
The participation in the Compound pools yields a deposit-like interest rate for the token
‘lender’ who locks up his/her tokens in the Compound smart contract in return for a
Compound token. Such yield is akin to yield made by wholesale financial institutions such as
in prime brokerage in conventional finance. The holder of the Compound token can further
generate yield on the Compound token by depositing it into another liquidity pool, or may
use the Compound token as collateral for swapping with another token that may be
generating yield in another liquidity pool.
On the Uniswap platform,186 users deposit their tokens into paired liquidity pools by locking
their tokens into a smart contract, in exchange for a Uniswap token. The Uniswap token is
coded with protocols to provide users with yield that is dependent on the liquidity
conditions of the pool. High demand and usage of the relevant paired pool would be more
rewarding for users, and users also potentially earn more yield if they lock up more tokens
and provide more liquidity, therefore being entitled to sharing more from the proceeds of
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the pool. Again the Uniswap token can be further collateralised in yield farming, or
deposited in other liquidity pools. It is also possible for Uniswap users to trade against the
smart contract in order to exploit opportunities for high yield generation in changing
liquidity conditions. Such financial participation creates opportunities for financial yield
generation similar to those enjoyed by conventional broker-dealers in market-making, an
activity that is shut to ordinary retail financial participants.
The freedom of asset transformation for ‘yield-farming’ is made possible by the technology
of tokenisation but may only be limited by the lack of interoperability between blockchains.
Service providers such as Idle187 have arisen in this space to provide users with comparative
information on pool prices across blockchains, and can automate executions to manage
users’ assets to facilitate yield-farming.
These DeFi examples above offer a form of democraticised access to asset creation and
transformation for ordinary retail users. Further, Compound and Uniswap are governed in a
decentralised manner where users are free to propose protocol changes, governance
decisions etc to be voted upon.188 Is DeFi the beginning of a new form of finance altogether
that challenges the conventional delineation between wholesale and retail finance? How
such regulators respond?
Can it be argued that DeFi is ultimately self-regulating, graduating from any need for
externally-imposed governance or regulation. This is because DeFi is based on democratic
participation and not the opaque intermediation processes that conventional financial
institutions engage in and charge their customers for. Further, DeFi is based on full or excess
collateralisation for risk management locked in smart contracts that are defined to perform
precise protocols. Even where losses may occasion to individuals, such as by way of
collateralisation top-ups or liquidation in response to volatile token prices, the sort of
systemic seizure that conventional financial institutions may experience, threatening the
loss of business continuity or financial stability could be unlikely. Even the price volatility
crisis experienced by Maker DAO discussed above was resolved by way of private
governance and capital injection.
There are however a few points of concern. First, each DeFi platform provides its own
precisely defined protocols in smart contracts, and these tend to be rigid as certainty is
required to cater for safe collateral lock-up and for how financial reward is made. As is
general with smart contract governance, unforeseen problems may arise in due course.189 In
particular, commentators have modelled attacks on protocols.190 It may be argued that
these will be solved by democratic governance on DeFi platforms. However, ex post
problem-solving in rapid automated transactional contexts may be too late for victims.
Further, governance risks also persist in that participants involved in governance may have
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conflicting interests.191 For example a number of the largest voters on Compound are
financial institutions such as hedge funds, and it is uncertain if their governance would be
conflicted by their profit-seeking agendas.
Next, as yield farmers look to swap tokens in multiple venues in order to exploit the
opportunities for yield maximisation, one commentator has queried how a bug or flaw in
one smart contract protocol may affect the chain of transactions and whether such linkages
would then result in systemic impact for the DeFi landscape.192 Further, wallet providers
also need to be able to keep up with the transactions193 and cannot become weak links for
hackers and exploitations. One example of significant loss occasioned when a protocol bug
was exploited by a hacker against ValueDeFi in a flash loan transaction.194 Nevertheless, it
may be argued that the ValueDeFi loss is due to the availability of uncollateralised flash
loans. Collateralised business models may not be so adversely affected.
Third, yield farming can rely on extremely short-term strategies speedily executed with the
help of automated smart contract protocols. Hence DeFi supports speculative trading
arbitrage at speed and potential exploitation amongst users. It is uncertain how such
speculative forms of hyper financialisation is ultimately helpful for productive aspects in the
crypto-economy. For example, a user may deposit dai into Compound to earn a 10% interest
rate195 and receive a c-dai token in return from the Compound protocol. The c-dai token can
be deposited into Sushiswap, in order to borrow a riskier paired token, say, issued by a
recent dApp developer, that may benefit from hype and rising secondary market prices.
Suppose the holder of the riskier token knows of inside information regarding the dApp
developer’s risk, the loan can be made for timely arbitrage to generate yield on the token’s
price, by perhaps swapping with another investor for USDC on Airswap.196 The final investor
holding the ‘hot potato’ token may suffer loss in relation to the value of the token, as well as
collateralisation and liquidation loss based on the lending protocols enforced by both
Sushiswap and Compound. Other attacks such as pump arbitrage and oracle manipulation
are discussed by commentators, and although these are more prevalent in a flash loan
context,197 these episodes show that self-governance is often not immune to determined
fraudsters or scammers who exist alongside arbitrageurs and speculators.198
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Finally, there is a need to determine if service providers that arise to help token-holders
compare pool prices or even manage their assets directly, should be subject to standards of
conduct of business for user protection.
There is however a vision of democratisation, diversity, open-ness, inclusiveness,
competition and even resilience associated with decentralised spheres. Even if we may be
concerned about some extent of financier dominance in the voting power on the Compound
platform,199 users who do not favour such governance can choose to join other liquidity
pools or diversify their participation. A competitive landscape where power is diffuse can
promote innovative problem-solving.200 Further, decentralised platforms can contribute to
overall financial system resilience as different types of financial assets are created and
transformed, and the systemic risks of homogeneity at scale may be mitigated.201
Perhaps what DeFi needs is not a retreat from, but an organic partnership with, governance
notions so that certain social expectations can be met, such as of civic behaviour, standards
of problem-solving and systemic sustenance. Avgouleas and Kiaiyas,202 writing on how
fintech ought to transform the financial eco-system, propose a more diverse landscape for
financial actors working in asset transformations of various novel forms and over different
horizons, interfacing with users in different ways. Diversity will add to market competition
and is key to resilience, ultimately promoting more holistic socio-economic goals. Crucially
the authors propose that decentralised systems of finance should be governed by a mixture
of self-governance, partnered governance between regulators and the industry, as well as
stakeholders, and a continuous and dynamic co-monitoring of the system.203
We argue that policy-makers and regulators should engage with developers in the cryptoeconomy and crypto-financial universe in partnered coordination to generate ex ante
protocols for decentralised financial eco-systems that embed regulatory and governance
objectives to protect the commons. In this manner, developments in Regtech204 which
facilitate the financial industry’s automated compliance with regulations can be leveraged
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upon for further integration with crypto-finance.205 Such partnered coordination should also
extend to ex post monitoring and audit for DeFi platforms in order to solve problems and
engage in system improvement. It is queried if regulatory involvement would result in
governance convergence, such as amongst international regulators.206 There may be pros
and cons to regulatory convergence, as regulatory homogeneity can lead to stagnation in
governance and augment systemic risks if a flaw is subsequently discovered in regulatory
mechanisms. However, international consistency can promote certainty and clarity for the
crypto-financial industry.
Decentralised finance raises ontological, design, standards and architectural challenges for
regulators. In the Section below, we propose a high-level framework for rethinking
regulatory policy formulation, ie the how to regulate crypto-finance. This is intricately
connected to the why question for regulatory policy. Our high-level matrix for regulatory
design in the next Section integrates the objectives of regulatory policy more tightly with
regulatory design, with the recognition that automation, decentralisation and innovation
are structural changes that influence the how question for regulation. We argue that the
high-level matrix, rather than narrow prescriptive suggestions, is a better way forward in
order to accommodate the dynamic nature of innovations and regulators’ different
considerations.
C. A Framework for Developing the Regulatory Agendas for Crypto-finance
In determining appropriate regulatory responses to novelties in crypto-finance, policy
makers have often discussed issues such as resemblance to existing regulatory ontologies
and arbitrage,207 types of risks and the corresponding regulatory objectives that need to be
addressed in managing those risks,208 as well as scale of risks in order to warrant regulatory
intervention.209 In the EU, the purported introduction of cryptoasset regulation210 and the
CBDC211 are also pursuant to market-building, deepening pan-European infrastructure and
205
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linkages. The debates in these rationales, sometimes competing, do not necessarily yield
clear conclusions for policy-makers and regulators. This book argues that regulatory policy
should be enabling in nature for the productive aspects of the crypto-economy, hence the
regulatory agendas to support productive financialisation, as set out in Chapters 4-6.
However, other forms of crypto-finance should be subject to more considered thinking
instead of a coherentist approach.
This Section explores a framework towards developing regulatory agendas, instead of
arguing for specific regulatory agendas as such. We endeavour to offer a high-level matrix
for the key aspects of the ‘regulation enterprise’,212 in order to allow the characteristics of
crypto-finance to be mapped against it. In this manner we ‘break down’ the regulatory
enterprise into four component elements which are like the building blocks of regulatory
design. Regulators should then map particular regulatory objectives and rationales against
these building blocks in order to build up appropriate regulatory designs for crypto-finance.
These four components are: (i) regulatory ontologies, ie the categories of subject matter
within the scope of regulators’ mandates,213 (ii) regulatory design i.e referring to the
methodologies for addressing the subjects of regulation and methodologies to take account
of risks in regulatory ontologies;214 (iii) regulatory content, ie the substantive and procedural
rules, standards that comprise the compliance obligations for regulated entities;215 and (iv)
regulatory architecture, ie the set-up, organisational and networked aspects of regulatory
bodies.216
Regulatory Building Blocks and the ‘How-to’ Matrix
First, regulation comprises of regulatory ontologies, ie the definitions of what subject matter
falls within the scope of regulation. Regulators often have broadly-framed mandates, such
as consumer protection and market confidence to be maintained by the FCA. In order to
have a sustained course of operations for regulatory mandates. Law is utilised as the
instrument that establishes the regulatory agency and its mandate, such as the UK PRA’s
and FCA’s mandates,217 and the manner in which the regulatory agency’s operations are
carried out, such as in rule-setting and enforcement. Regulators applying their broadlyframed mandates would engage in the legal interpretation and definition of their regulatory
parameters. Determining regulatory ontologies may be regarded as pursuant to such an
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exercise. In this manner, regulatory ontologies are legalised categories for regulatory action,
and are intimately infused with regulatory objectives.
(a) The Development of Regulatory Ontologies and Need for Dynamism
Risks218 in markets, as well as private sector activities and transactions, are mediated
through the lens of regulatory objectives, so that regulators can determine appropriate
policy against such risks. Regulatory policy is usually not premised on zero failure, as it may
be impossible with regulatory resources to prevent all wrong-doing and financial losses.
Over time, certain policies associated with certain risks coalesce into regulatory ontologies.
Although this is not a necessary consequence, many regulatory ontologies developed in
financial regulation have become sectorally-based.
How do regulatory ontologies such as ‘bank’ regulation arise, for example? Banks arose as
entities providing a unique model of full intermediation of financial capital, making their
promises crucially based on their solvency. The regulatory mandate is in relation to the
public interest in protecting bank solvency while promoting their economic development
roles.219 Hence, regulatory frameworks designed towards that purpose coalesce around the
regulatory ontology of ‘bank regulation’, making such ontology tied to a certain type of
financial entity. Being tied to a type of financial entity makes for a sound ontology as long as
the nature of governed risks continue to exclusively reside with that type of entity. If the
type of entity in question engages in new business lines, or other types of entities undertake
similar risks, then the regulatory ontology should be more meaningfully tied to the nature of
risk incurred for particular purposes, rather than type of entity. In similar reasoning, partial
intermediation services where financial entities do not intermediate investors’ risks, leaving
them to bear capital risks themselves, give rise to investor protection risks such as misselling, as a ‘principal- agent’ problem. In this manner, regulatory design for the purpose of
ameliorating the principal-agent problem attaches to partial intermediation service
providers, regardless of entity. Regulatory ontologies for ‘securities’, ‘funds’ or activities
such as ‘advice’, ‘brokerage’ arise in order to address particular investor protection risks in
each of these aspects.
Regulatory ontologies are constantly faced with challenge and such challenge is sharpened
by confrontation with the novelties in crypto-finance. First, regulation based on type of
entity (sectoral-based) is challenged when entities take on new risks.220 Further, entities in a
particular sector may develop risks that overlap with other sectors, due to scale of activity
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and changes in social expectations,221 or the carrying out of activities in shadow banking.222
Goodhart and Lastra223 argue that financial innovation often entails ‘boundary’ challenges
for law and regulation as unregulated entities perform the equivalent of regulated activities
or regulated entities undertake new and unregulated activities, raising questions for an
appropriate institutional response.
The UK has moved away formally from sectoral regulation to functional, activity-based
regulation,224 and has instituted regulatory architecture225 to manage the changes from
sectoral regulatory ontologies. The EU has also, in its reform of payment services regulation,
broken away from the sectoral stranglehold of banks upon payment services and introduced
new regulatory ontologies in payment services226 in order to open up competition and
clarify the rationales for regulating payment services providers. Developing regulatory
ontologies according to regulatory risk and rationales is nevertheless a work in progress, as
the sectoral legacy can still potentially bring about confusion. For example, in relation to the
USD Coin regulated as a money service business in the US,227 we ask whether this is the
right regime, or is the bank regulation regime in the Stable Act more appropriate, or are
both ill-fitting regimes for the multifunctional novelties in the Coin? Sectoral legacies in
financial regulation can potentially obscure the perception of need for new or changing
regulatory ontologies. The regulatory ontology of ‘securities’ is regarded by the US SEC as
sufficiently elastic to accommodate ICOs,228 although this may be doubted in other quarters
where new regulatory ontologies for ICOs are proposed.229
Regulators should map out their existing regulatory ontologies underpinned by regulatory
objectives and the targeted risks, and be prepared to engage in ontological dynamism,
recognising current limitations and assumptions. Regulatory ontologies can then be
considered for expansion to capture more manifestations of similar risk, as well as
accommodate divisions and sub-sets, or give rise to new ontologies altogether where
‘ontological fits’ have reached their limits.
221
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For example, the regulatory ontology for ‘hedge fund’ may have been based on certain
assumptions in terms of fund management strategy and investor sophistication, but these
assumptions may change. If investment strategies involving crypto-finance become complex
and inscrutable even by sophisticated investors, then questions may arise as to whether
extant regulatory ontology accommodates novel investment risks.230 The DAO231 also raises
issues in terms of regulatory ontology as the ‘collective investment fund’ ontology does not
neatly apply although similar risks entail. The risks pertaining to a collective investment fund
lie in the principal-agent problems in the central management of pooled assets. However
the risks that DAOs incur pertain to problems in the management of pooled assets as may
occasion from failure in automated protocols and decentralised governance protocols.
Should the new technologically-based risks form a basis for a new regulatory ontology for
DAO-governed financial products? New intermediaries such as code vetters required under
the Maltese Innovative Technological Arrangements Act 2019 could also give rise to a new
regulatory ontology,232 and it is expected that new technologically-based definitions of risk
could form the basis for new regulatory ontologies.
Another example would be multifunctional crypto-financial products such as the assetreferences stablecoin discussed above. Asset-referenced stablecoins resemble managed
‘investment’ pools, which is the ontological treatment that the European Commission
proposes to extend to them.233 At the same time, as Singh argues, blockchain-based assets
like tokens have significant velocity for transfer and fungibility, making them as good as
‘money’234 for payment purposes. Are regulators able to cope with multifunctional cryptofinancial products and should these be regulated under different regulatory ontologies that
deal with different risks, or should these be regulated under a new regulatory ontology that
may more holistically take account of the total matrix of risks posed by these innovations?
Regulators should map out the risks posed by each type of crypto-financial activity and
intermediary service in order to examine what regulatory objectives are to be pursued in
relation to those risks, and to what extent those risks could be ameliorated by selfgovernance, as commons governance is arising in decentralised financial platforms.235
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Where the incentives for commons governance are misaligned with public goods, or
commons governance is inadequately fostered, regulatory governance may be betterplaced to provide such governance for example in relation to anti-money laundering, antimarket abuse,236 and systemic stability.
Regulatory mapping of crypto-finance risks should be compared to the risks and objectives
addressed in existing regulatory ontologies in order to determine if ontological fits can be
found. New regulatory policy would involve debates in how regulatory ontologies should be
framed, and these are not merely technocratic discourses.237 They involve discourse on
normative underpinnings,238 as well as political bargains239 as new constitutive orders240 are
ultimately forged in constructing or extending a regulatory enterprise. The rise of cryptofinance in its multiple forms of manifestations compel regulators to engage with the needs
of ontological dynamism in the shifting boundaries of their regulatory enterprises.
(b) Regulators Need to Approach Regulatory Design with an Open Mind
In conventional finance, regulators deal with corporatized entities as their regulated
subjects. Regulatory design has evolved from prescribing compliance obligations and
enforcement for non-adherence, ie ‘command-and-control’, to a variety of models of
engagement with the regulated to secure compliance. Regulators can engage corporatized
entities, which have internal capacities and resources, to co-design standards and
procedures to meet regulatory objectives, in models of enforced self-regulation241 or metaregulation (and its variants).242 Regulators can also co-opt third parties to be gatekeepers of
236
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compliance,243 or to co-enforce compliance.244 Regulators are able to adopt flexible
strategies in engaging and negotiating with regulated entities in securing compliance,
without necessarily maintaining an adversarial relationship with them.245
Conventional regulatory designs are built around regulator engagements with corporatized
entities, involving human discretion and procedural implementation. The regulator is able to
count the number of regulated entities on its register,246 and may have established points of
contact in regulated firms to engage in conversation. Regulators are also able to navigate
organisational and governance phenomena247 in firms and address regulatory content at
these. Regulators are able to pin down responsible individuals in corporatized organisations
and impose personal responsibility on them,248 an initiative that the UK regulators have
spearheaded since the global financial crisis. These regulatory designs could be severely
challenged in the crypto-financial context.249
In the face of developments in crypto-finance, it may be argued that regulators do not
necessarily have to jettison the strategies they have developed over the years dealing with
corporatized entities, as similar outfits still exist in crypto-finance. Entities that provide
points of intermediation and exchange can be regarded as being in a similar position to
corporatized regulated entities. For example, the centralised cryptoasset exchange and even
decentralised exchanges providing aspects of ‘centralised’ services can be subject to
regulatory designs that impose responsibilities at entity-level or on responsible persons.250
Further, intermediaries that underwrite claims or rights for crypto-investors are in a
principal-agent relationship with them and generate similar risks that warrant conventional
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investor or consumer protection.251 New entities with business models that support cryptofinancial markets, such as ICO rating services,252 could also arguably attract regulatory
obligations if there is sufficient public interest in relation to their responsibilities assumed in
information intermediation. In this manner, regulatory design need not be radically
overhauled but could be adapted and extended.
Where crypto-finance service providers organise their business models in forms different
from corporatized entities, or their assumed forms may not be legally recognised, such as
the DAO,253 how should regulatory design be adapted in order to attach responsibilities and
accountability appropriately? Where such organisation results in a substantive change in the
nature of risk assumption and distribution, the issue is even one for regulatory ontologyshould there be new ontological framing for the financial activity in question, and in that
manner shape appropriate regulatory design?
The decentralised finance (DeFi) universe raises many such challenges for regulators. For
example, participants in liquidity yield farming atomise the risk of lending by each
contributing collateral and assuming risk commensurate with the level of collateralisation.
Such atomisation of risk is a radically different model from a bank engaging in full
intermediation that centralises credit risk on its own books. Would financial risk be
sufficiently self-governed this way? It can be argued that participants’ financial risk may be
more affected by what they cannot control, i.e. governance protocols for the liquidity pools.
In this manner, should regulators focus on the principal-agent risk between governance
holders on DeFi platforms and non-governance participants? If so, this would entail
regulatory design and principles in a different manner than in conventional regulation
dealing with lending. Regulators may focus on meta-regulatory oversight of governance
protocols and on the governance body responsible for such development, rather than the
DeFi activities themselves. However, if large scale losses occasion and the regulator is
compelled to respond, consideration can be had as to whether standards in financial activity
conduct should be instituted, and in particular, be embedded in automated protocols.
For example Auer proposes that regulatory design should be embedded in technological
designs that serve regulatory objectives,254 as the need for ex ante problem-solving
intensifies in a context of automation and transaction irreversibility on a permissionless
blockchain. Would regulators have to consider the possibility of becoming nodes on
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financial transaction blockchains,255 so that regulatory supervision is embedded
contemporaneously? Regulators need to maintain an open mind where structural
differences present themselves, radically changing from the familiar engagement paradigms
with corporatized entities.
(c) Regulators Need to Consider Reframing or Reform of Regulatory Standards and
Content
Regulators may have become used to key regulatory tools such as: mandatory disclosure
and transparency, in relation to financial products publicly offered;256 conduct of business
regulation where intermediaries and customers are in a principal-agent relationship;257
prudential regulation, as well as organisational and governance regulation where the
solvency and stability of the institution should be maintained for the protection of the
financial system as well as customers.258 These established tools should however not
become an end in themselves, and regulators should consider if they are indeed applicable
to crypto-finance risks and regulatory objectives.
Faced with crypto-finance, which is often described as ‘money legos’ that can be combined
in many novel ways,259 regulators would need to engage in reconsidering ontologies and
designs, as discussed above, and such an exercise would also entail rethinking or reframing
of regulatory standards and tools. Regulators need to consider what regulatory standards or
content are appropriate for the nature of the risks they wish to address in new phenomena
in crypto-finance. For example, whether and how new service providers or intermediaries
255
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should be regulated depends on the nature of claims generated, the reliance placed on
them and the need to protect social trust.260 Regulatory standards may also be more
stringently calibrated where levels of social trust required to be maintained are high.
For example, we have argued in Chapter 5 that although there are similarities in the
regulatory objectives for governing fund-raising in ICOs and IPOs, the main regulatory tool
for IPOs, ie disclosure and transparency regulation at point of sale, is not appropriate for
ICOs. Although both types of fund-raising exercises involve sales of credence goods, the risks
in relation to credence goods like pre-development tokens should be differently regarded
from the risks in sales of conventional securities. In offering conventional securities, price
can be based to an extent on existing information regarding the issuer, although historical
information cannot predict performance. Where an ICO is concerned, there is arguably no
real basis for an up-front price, by the sheer nature of its pre-development status. However,
tokenisation is made possible by new technology, even if what is sold is a premature bundle
of future use and investment rights. Hence, unlike in an IPO where the modus of regulation
is to hold issuers to accountability for the price represented, a similar regulatory
methodology would not be appropriate for ICOs. An ex post model of accountability is
arguably more appropriate, as issuers’ performance are judged ex post in order to be
entitled to funds.261 In this manner, we do not agree with the proposed European
Regulation’s approach that relies on mandatory disclosure in the form a white paper for
crypto-asset offers, as being the main modus of regulatory governance. Such an approach is
arguably too derivative and has not fully engaged with the differences that should be
recognised for regulatory ontology and design, which should then shape regulatory tools
and standards.
Regulatory standards and tools would likely need to be adjusted or reformed in light of new
mappings in terms of risk and responsibility dispersion in crypto-finance. If, as mentioned
above, regulators treat liquidity pool governance as the source of risk for financial
participants, appropriate regulatory methodology to address such risk may be to (a) attach
ex post governance accountability to responsible persons, such as code developers; or (b) to
specify certain ex ante governance standards that need to be embedded within protocol,
such as standards that prevent manipulation, front-running etc; or (c) to require continuous
supervision by having the regulator established as a node. Option (c) may be similar to
developments in SupTech which allow regulators to make regulations machine readable and
to facilitate automated compliance and reporting from regulated entities.262 SupTech is
however in an emergent phase and there may be limits to embedding regulatory standards
into ex ante protocol programming- in relation to the nature of the standards and the fact
that risks may not all be foreseen and fore-managed.
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The choice of regulatory methodology would depend on the extent of the risk that is sought
to be addressed, the level of regulators’ resources, 263 the technological robustness of
regulatory compliant protocols etc. If for example there is a need to prevent money
laundering in liquidity pools, then such a risk could justify option (c) even if option (c) may
be regarded as an overkill for dealing with participant protection risk. Option (c) may also
mitigate participant risk as participants could suffer collective adverse consequences if antimoney laundering enforcement takes place against the pool.264
Whether regulatory tools in relation to systemic stability in conventional finance are as
applicable in crypto-finance may also be queried. In crypto-finance, which is highly reliant
on decentralised participation, the unravelling of social trust and ‘run’ on any particular
platform or project could be destabilising and exacerbate losses that may be suffered by
every participant. The execution of automated protocols exacerbate such destabilisation265
as experienced by Maker DAO in March 2020. In this manner, crypto-financial systems may
be less resilient than in conventional finance where key institutions can play centralised
roles offering stabilisation, such as on the part of central banks, significant market makers
and central counterparties for derivatives trading. Nevertheless, are crypto-finance
platforms as interconnected with each other as financial institutions may be in conventional
finance, warranting systemic stability oversight and standards? Can it be argued that
instability episodes, such as suffered by Maker DAO are likely to be contained in scale and
can be privately governed? In this manner there may not be a need for systemic stability
standards to be introduced in crypto-finance, at least as yet.
Finally, regulators need to consider regulatory methodology in terms of public and private
enforcement, and how these can be effective, in terms of who the enforcement is
addressed to and what discipline is sought to entail. Further, would public and/or private
enforcement be embedded in technological protocols?
(d) Regulators Need to Consider Agility in Regulatory Architecture to Respond to Cryptofinance Developments
Since the rise of financial supermarkets266 in the 2000s, the reorganisation of financial
services and markets has compelled many regulators to rethink the appropriateness and
responsiveness of regulatory architecture.267 In particular, the UK opted for a single
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regulator, the Financial Services Authority in order to administer a seamless and holistic
regulatory agenda for financial services across the board, not limited to sectoral
boundaries.268 Although the single regulator has come to an end, the UK’s twin-peaks
approach after the global financial crisis embeds regulatory agency coordination at formal
and informal levels.269 Regulatory architecture can affect regulators’ agility in responding to
regulatory issues in ontologies, design and standards. In the US, the maintenance of sectoral
boundaries has, as discussed in chapter 3, resulted in different regulators acting upon
different aspects of the crypto-economy, such as FinCen in relation to cryptocurrency
providers and businesses, the SEC in relation to cryptoasset offerings and the CFTC in
relation to fraudulent cryptocurrency offerings which they regard as commodities,270 and
some aspects of derivative trading. Fragmented regulatory treatment poses significant
regulatory risk to the crypto-economy due to potential inconsistency of approaches, and
does not reconcile with more enabling state-based approaches for encouraging blockchainbased enterprises. It could however be argued that the early extension of legal and
regulatory risk shapes crypto-financial behaviour to be more circumspect in the cryptoeconomy,271 overall having a discouraging effect upon lemons. That said, in considering
whether to permit cryptocurrency exchange-traded funds, the SEC has now explicitly stated
that it is working with the Office of the Comptroller of Currency and the CFTC, hence taking
an inter-agency approach to fully apprise of cryptocurrency ETFs due to their
multifunctional nature.272 The first signs of regulatory agility from the US is encouraging.
In responding to crypto-finance, and more generally financial innovation, regulatory
architectural agility would be beneficial in relation to enabling regulators to embrace
greater open-ness in considering ontological, design and standards adjustments, as well as
to tap into a greater ‘pool’ of technocratic expertise and resources that can be potentially
joined up. In this manner, jurisdictions with single regulators may be able to enjoy such
agility and economies of scale. However, going by the Financial Services Authority’s ill-fated
experience,273 a single regulator need not always work, as the large single regulator can still
be internally organised along sectoral lines, or internally manage its resources with poor
regulatory judgment.274 The internalisation of all financial regulatory activities under one
roof can also render regulatory activity more inscrutable. Hence, single regulators need to
inculcate a responsive culture to financial innovation and be internally nimble in terms of
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management and organisation, as well as sufficiently engaged with a diverse range of
external stakeholders.275
Although the UK has now opted for a ‘twin-peaks’ regulatory architecture where prudential
supervision of systemically important institutions lies with the Bank of England,276 and
supervision of conduct of business, financial crime and market activities lies with the
Financial Conduct Authority,277 the UK has been keen to ensure that financial regulation is
not fragmented and regulators remain capable of joining up perspectives, resources and
initiatives. Mandatory coordination is instituted for the financial regulators in the UK.278
This structure is also seen at the pan-European level, where the European agencies that are
supervisors of national regulators are organised along sectoral lines,279 but work extensively
in a coordinated fashion in a formal Joint Committee grouping280 and in relation to
overseeing signs of systemic risk.281
We suggest that whether financial regulators are organised as single regulators with many
departments or along objective-based or sectoral lines, creating networked linkages
amongst different pools of technocratic expertise is crucial for developing regulatory
responsiveness and regulatory innovation. For example, where stablecoins are ontologically
treated as managed investment pools as well as payment mechanisms, as discussed earlier,
the UK FCA should consider pooling together regulatory expertise in collective investment
fund, money market fund and payment provider supervision in order to forge perspectives
for stablecoins, in relation to ontologies, design as well as standards. Where regulators need
to reach outside of their agency boundaries to work with other public sector agencies, this
should be encouraged and enabled.282 We particularly suggest that networked linkages and
architecture should be forged between enterprise/business regulators for blockchain-based
enterprises and financial regulators. For example, ICOs raise an issues in terms of enterprise
development and legitimation, as well as in relation to sale of a financial product that
becomes tradeable.
Regulatory networks, linkages and greater agility within and beyond structural set-ups
would also facilitate regulatory innovations such as joint task forces or committees to deal
with specific issues and concerns, or hazards. Further, regulatory innovations such as
sandboxes or innovation hubs can be instituted for activities that challenge ontological
paradigms, regulatory design and standards, in order for regulators to engage with
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innovators at an early stage.283 In this manner, a network of regulators that may be
concerned with an innovation can engage with the innovation and innovators in
coordinated spaces,284 a need particularly relevant in light of the sectoral regulatory
architecture maintained in the US.285 Discourse and networks in governing innovation can
extend two ways, first, horizontally across financial and business sectors more generally.
The engagement space between regulators and innovators can be extended more broadly
beyond financial activities to enterprisal activities as these are tightly interwoven. Second,
agile and open structures in financial regulatory architecture at national, and EU levels also
helps promote discourse at international levels,286 which is important given the global
nature of crypto-finance.
The need for agility in regulatory architecture is more pressing than ever in light of the
ontological dynamism posed by decentralised finance. Regulators need to be willing to
engage outside of their traditional domains and in inter-agency collaborations to consider
suitable regulatory policy that is holistic in nature. Regulators cannot rely merely on Regtech
or Suptech to catch up with automated finance, as these can only be calibrated based on
the regulatory policy choices in ontology, design and standards for crypto-financial
phenomena.287 Although commentators opine that regulators are instinctively protective of
their regulatory turf,288 other research has found regulators more focused on problemsolving289 and being open to agency regrouping, especially as a response to crisis
management.290 Preparedness for dynamism may be needed even if a crisis context is not
yet perceived. Business and financial regulators need to respond the needs in growth and
scale in the crypto-economy and its financial universe.
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